The Original Muck Boot Company began in 1999 with the sole purpose of enabling consumers to live an active, outdoor lifestyle, undeterred by the elements. With this in mind we’ve built the most comfortable, high performance footwear on the market for use in any messy and tough conditions.

We make premium products born from necessity, not luxury. Every boot in the line keeps you in your comfort zone with 100% waterproof quality.

As one of the fastest growing lines in the waterproof footwear market we are dedicated to life outdoors, and to helping you prepare for your next great journey.

Waterproof, weatherproof, whatever-proof. We put proof in every pair.
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**RECOMMENDED TEMPERATURE RATINGS**

**FEATURES & BENEFITS ICONS**

- **100% WATERPROOF** - All of our boots are built to be 100% waterproof
- **FLEECE** - Insulating, lightweight, and soft polyester fabric that offers warmth and comfort
- **XPRESSCOOL™** - Anti-microbial evaporative cooling liner
- **AIRMESH** - Breathable sandwich-fabric lining that improves air circulation and adds comfort
- **SLIP RESISTANT** - Our slip-resistant outsoles are made from an exclusive rubber compound that grips the floor surface creating sure footing
- **SCENT MASKING** - Added treatment on lining material that blocks odor to reduce the zone of detection
- **OIL RESISTANT** - Honeywell RDR® rubber will outwear standard rubber boots in solvents, caustics, hydrocarbons, oils, fats & acid
- **SNAKE PROOF** - Tough, thick exterior to protect from snake bites
- **STEEL TOE** - Boots are tested to meet ASTM F2413-11 M/75 C/75
- **COMPOSITE TOE** - A lighter toe with non-metal hardware. Boots are tested to meet ASTM F2413-11 M/75 C/75
- **MET GUARD** - Metatarsal Guard provides extreme impact protection
Cover New Ground
No Matter What It’s Covered In

Arctic Grip

Our Warmest Winter Boot With Arctic Grip Technology

• The groundbreaking sole technology specifically engineered and designed to perform on wet ice
• Discover a whole new world of grip and performance
• Arctic Grip is the most advanced cold weather gripping system Vibram has ever created
SPANDURA
Spandura layered over Neoprene adds protection against water keeping your feet dry in all activities.

HIGH GRADE
High grade rubber exterior provides a tough waterproof barrier. Making these boots perfect for wet environments.

6MM EVA
6mm EVA sockliner provides additional support and comfort for all day wear.

INSOLE
eetc sock lining reduces under-foot friction and heat build up, allowing for a more comfortable overall feel.

XPRESS COOL HOW IT WORKS

1. As the foot starts to sweat, the Muck XpressCool™ fabric rapidly pulls moisture away from your skin.

2. The Muck XpressCool™ lining absorbs and spreads the moisture out across the boot lining to drier areas of the boot to enhance the evaporative drying rate.

3. Most importantly, as the moisture is spread and dries, it creates a cooling effect which keeps your feet cool and dry in warm weather.
WOMEN’S OUTDOOR WINTER
LIBERTY COLLECTION

Fashion Forward Boot

The Liberty Collection brings a fresh modernized look to women’s functional-fashion footwear. Built on Muck’s tradition of comfort and endurance the Liberty Collection features fashion forward boots in stylish, distressed, full-grain leather. The result is an upscale casual look that works well with any outdoor, office or nighttime attire. All models feature a rubber rand for durability, and an outsole that’s rugged without being chunky. Midsoles feature a neoprene strobel and ultra-comfortable molded PU footbed to cushion every step. Like all Muck boots, the new Liberty Leather Collection is 100% waterproof.
LIBERTY ANKLE RUBBER  NEW

- 100% Waterproof
- Full Rubber
- Full Neoprene Bootie Exposed at Ankle for Added Comfort
- Buckle Detail and Stacked 1.25” Heel for All-Day Styling
- Rubber Rand for Added Durability
- Neoprene Strobel and PU Footbed for Underfoot Comfort
- Rugged Outsole for Extended Wear

Women Sizes: 5 - 11 (Half Sizes 5.5 - 9.5)
Package 4 Pairs/Case

LIBERTY ANKLE LEATHER  NEW

- 100% Waterproof
- Distressed Full-Grain Leather Upper
- Full Neoprene Bootie Exposed at Ankle for Added Comfort
- Buckle Detail and Stacked 1.25” Heel for All-Day Styling
- Rubber Rand for Added Durability
- Neoprene Strobel and PU Footbed for Underfoot Comfort
- Rugged Outsole for Extended Wear

Women Sizes: 5 - 11 (Half Sizes 5.5 - 9.5)
Package 4 Pairs/Case
LIBERTY ALPINE LACE

- 100% Waterproof
- Distressed Full-Grain Leather Upper
- Neoprene Around Ankle and Lining Tongue for Added Comfort
- Quick-Adjust Grommet Lacing for Tailored Fit
- Patterned Laces
- Stacked 1.25” Heel for All-Day Styling
- Rubber Rand for Added Durability
- Neoprene Strobel and PU Footbed for Underfoot Comfort
- Rugged Outsole for Extended Wear

Women Sizes: 5 - 11 (Half Sizes 5.5 - 9.5)
Package 4 Pairs/Case

LIBERTY ALPINE LACE SUPREME

- 100% Waterproof
- Distressed Full-Grain Leather Upper
- Neoprene Lining in Tongue and Faux Fur Around Ankle for Added Comfort
- Quick-Adjust Grommet Lacing for Tailored Fit
- Stacked 1.25” Heel for All-Day Styling
- Rubber Rand for Added Durability
- Neoprene Strobel and PU Footbed for Underfoot Comfort
- Rugged Outsole for Extended Wear

Women Sizes: 5 - 11 (Half Sizes 5.5 - 9.5)
Package 4 Pairs/Case
LIBERTY WEDGE • NEW

• 100% Waterproof
• Distressed Full-Grain Leather Upper
• Neoprene Lining Around Ankle and Tongue for Added Comfort
• Quick-Adjust Grommet Lacing for Tailored Fit
• Wedge Heel for Comfort and All-Day Styling
• Rubber Rand for Added Durability
• Neoprene Strobel and PU Footbed for Underfoot Comfort
• Rugged Outsole for Extended Wear

Women Sizes: 5 - 11 (Half Sizes 5.5 - 9.5)
Package 4 Pairs/Case

LIBERTY WEDGE SUPREME • NEW

• 100% Waterproof
• Distressed Full-Grain Leather Upper
• Fleece/Sherpa Lining Around Ankle for Warmth
• Quick-Adjust Grommet Lacing for Tailored Fit
• Wedge Heel for Comfort and All-Day Styling
• Rubber Rand for Added Durability
• Neoprene Strobel and PU Footbed for Underfoot Comfort
• Rugged Outsole for Extended Wear

Women Sizes: 5 - 11 (Half Sizes 5.5 - 9.5)
Package 4 Pairs/Case
The Tremont may just be the most attractive and comfortable boot you’ll ever wear in inclement weather. This boot delivers a stylish look that is exceptionally easy to maintain and clean off mud, salt, or snow. The interior uses a 4mm neoprene bootie combined with a fleece lining to keep your toes cozy. The shock absorbing footbed uses a dual density EVA insole with Gel insert for additional comfort. The reduced heel makes these boots easy to walk on uneven streets and sidewalks.
TREMONT STRAP  NEW

The Tremont Strap adds a buckle detail to the elegant Tremont Wellie style.

• 100% Waterproof
• 4mm Neoprene Bootie
• Warm Fleece Lining
• Attractive Buckle Detail for All-Day Styling
• Low Heel
• Dual Density EVA Insole with Gel Insert
• Extended Rubber Coverage

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

TREMONT GLOSS  NEW

TWT-1PLD
Black/Gray Plaid

TWT-6PLD
Black/Buffalo Plaid

TWT-001
Black

TWT-101
Gray

TWT-501
Purple
TREMONT WELLEIE

- 100% Waterproof
- 4mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Low Heel
- Dual Density EVA Insole with Gel Insert
- Matte Finish
- Extended Rubber Coverage

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

TREMONT SUPREME

The Tremont Supreme elevates this already sophisticated style. We added a knitted upper accented with signature metal logo hardware.

- 100% Waterproof
- 4mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Low Heel
- Dual Density EVA Insole with Gel Insert
- Matte Finish
- Extended Rubber Coverage

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case
ARCTIC ICE COLLECTION

Extreme-Conditions Winter Boot

Featuring an 8mm neoprene bootie with fleece lining wrapped in layers of soft rubber so your feet will stay warm and dry in the most extreme conditions. The EVA midsole offers added underfoot comfort with a Vibram Arctic Grip outsole with Icetrek for confidence on the iciest surfaces.
ARCTIC ICE TALL AG

- 100% Waterproof
- 8mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- Comfort Insole
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Vibram Arctic Grip Outsole with Icetrek

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case
ARCTIC ICE MID AG

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- Comfort Insole
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Vibram Arctic Grip Outsole with Icetrek

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

AS2MV-100
Black/Jersey Heather

AS2MV-404
Black/Hot Pink

AS2MV-300
Black/Teal

AS2MV-600
Black/Windsor Wine
ARCTIC SPORT II COLLECTION

Extreme-Conditions Sport Boot

Designed for some of the coldest conditions, the Arctic Sport II works great in nearly every environment. These fun, sporty colors make them perfect for trekking in the back woods but also for enjoying the great outdoors.
ARCTIC SPORT II TALL

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- Comfort Insole
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Rugged Outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case
ARCTIC SPORT II MID

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- Comfort Insole
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Rugged Outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

ARCTIC SPORT II MID

- AS2M-000: Black
- AS2M-200: Navy/Teal
- AS2M-HTLF: Brown/Hot Leaf® Camo
- AS2M-MSMG: Black/Muddy Girl®
- AS2M-400: Black/Pink
- AS2M-502: Black/Parachute Purple
- AS2M-333T: Black/Moss Mesh
- AS2M-600: Black/Red Mesh
ARCTIC APRÈS COLLECTION

Fashionable Winter Boot

The Arctic Après Collection offers women superior warmth, style and extra coverage to ensure that feet stay warm, dry and comfortable in cold, wet and snowy conditions. The premium leather upper, faux fur top line, style, and function makes this quite possibly the best looking boot in the house.
ARCTIC APRÈS LACE TALL

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Premium Full-Grain Leather Upper
- Cozy Fleece Trim
- Slip-on Gusset Construction with Lace for adjustability
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Rugged Outsole for Traction

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case
ARCTIC APRÈS LACE MID AG

We’ve added Vibram’s most advanced cold weather gripping system to the Women’s Arctic Après Lace Mid Series. The Arctic Grip Outsole pods deliver unparalleled traction on wet ice, and the Icetrek full base layers provides unmatched grip on dry ice.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Premium Full-Grain Leather Upper
- Cozy Fleece Trim
- Slip-on Gusset Construction with Lace for adjustability
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Vibram Arctic Grip Outsole with Icetrek

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

ARCTIC APRÈS LACE MID

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Premium Full-Grain Leather Upper
- Cozy Fleece Trim
- Slip-on Gusset Construction with Lace for adjustability
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Rugged Outsole for Traction

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case
ARCTIC APRÈS SLIP-ON TALL

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Cozy Fleece Trim Roll-Down
- Women’s Last
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Rugged Outsole for Traction

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

WAT-000
Black/Charcoal Gray

WAT-201
Otter/Total Eclipse

ARCTIC APRÈS SLIP-ON ANKLE AG

Now ready to tackle the most severe winter weather, the Arctic Grip Outsole with Icetrek has also been added to the Women’s Arctic Après Slip-on Ankle Series.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Premium Fleece Trim
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Vibram Arctic Grip Outsole with Icetrek

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

APV-000
Black/Charcoal

APV-100
Gray/Gray
ARCTIC SLIP-ON SUPREME

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Cozy Fleece Trim
- Women’s Last
- Rugged Outsole for Traction
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Knit Material Treated with Durable-Water Repellent

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

ARCTIC APRÈS SLIP-ON ANKLE

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Cozy Fleece Trim
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Rugged Outsole for Traction

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case
ARCTIC ADVENTURE

The Arctic Adventure is the perfect companion in cold weather. The fleece lining keeps toes warm and dry during any outdoor activity, and the lightweight EVA midsole and rubber outsole are a perfect combination of comfort and traction.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Tall Slimming Look
- Achilles Reinforcement
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Light Gripping Rubber Outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case
ARCTIC WEEKEND

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Achilles Reinforcement
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Light Gripping Rubber Outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

NEW

WAW-00M
Black/Croc Print

WAW-000
Black

WAW-600
Black/Maroon

AQW-000
Black Quilt

WAW-SWL
Swirl
WOMEN’S OUTDOOR SPRING
WANDERER COLLECTION

Performance Footwear

From hiking trails to city walks, the Muck Wanderer sandals and flip-flops can handle any adventure. Waterproof, neoprene-lined full grain leather uppers offer superior fit and feel. The dual-density midsole, ultra-soft moisture-wicking microfiber footbed, and rugged outsole offer comfort and performance in every step.
WANDERER SANDAL

• 100% Waterproof Materials
• Neoprene Lining
• Bungee Lacing System for Easy Adjustability
• Moisture-wicking Microfiber Footbed
• Dual Density EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
• Rugged Outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 12 Pairs/Case

WANDERER FLIP-FLOP

• 100% Waterproof Materials
• Neoprene Lining
• Bungee Lacing System for Easy Adjustability
• Moisture-wicking Microfiber Footbed
• Dual Density EVA for Added Comfort
• Rugged Outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 12 Pairs/Case
BERGEN COLLECTION

Rain Boot

Style meets function in our new light weight rain boot collection. These boots will keep you dry on wet rainy days while the 5mm neoprene footbed will keep your feet happy all day long.
BERGEN TALL

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Built-in Neoprene Footbed for Comfort
- Breathable Canvas Lining
- Glossy Finish
- Gusset for Extended Fit
- SRA Slip-Resistant

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

WBT-000
Black

WBT-200
Blue

WBT-600
Red

WBT-500
Purple

WBT-2DOG
Blue/Pink
BERGEN MID

• 100% Waterproof
• 5mm Built-in Neoprene Footbed for Comfort
• Breathable Canvas Lining
• Glossy Finish
• SRA Slip-Resistant

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case
BERGEN ANKLE

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Built-in Neoprene Footbed for Comfort
- Breathable Canvas Lining
- Glossy Finish
- SRA Slip-Resistant

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case
CAMBRIDGE

Style meets comfort in the new Cambridge boot that brings a modern look to our classic outdoor range. Our exclusive slip-resistant compound will keep you safe on wet surfaces while the XpressCool™ liner offers sweat-activated cooling on the go.

- 100% Waterproof
- 3mm Neoprene Bootie
- XpressCool™ Lining
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- SRA Slip-Resistant

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

TALL

WCC-000
Black

WCC-2STR
Navy/White/Stripe

MID

WCM-000
Black

WCM-2STR
Navy/White stripe

ANKLE

WCA-000
Black

WCA-2STR
Navy/White Stripe
HALE COLLECTION

Versatile Multi-Season Boot

Our most popular women’s boot for any season. Lightweight with breathable mesh lining and a self-cleaning ribbed outsole makes this boot a must-have.
HALE

- 100% Waterproof
- 4mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Easy On-Off with Pull-on Tab
- Self-Cleaning Ribbed Outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

NEW

HALE-2CAM
Black/Serenity Camo

NEW

HALE-HTLF
Brown/Hot Leaf® Camo

NEW

HALE-300
Black/Jade

NEW

HALE-404
Black/Hot Pink

NEW

HALE-6COR
Cordovan

NEW

HALE-1WAV
Black/Black Chevron

NEW

HALE-5WAV
Black/Purple Chevron

NEW

HALE-404
Black/Hot Pink

NEW

HALE-MSMG
Black/Muddy Girl® Camo

NEW

HALE-500
Black/Purple
WOMEN’S GARDEN
MUCKSTER COLLECTION

*Leave’ Em By The Back Door*

Stay dry and comfortable in the Muckster II collection, ideal for any chore or task. These classics offer high traction rubber outsoles for better contact with wet surfaces and are designed to shed debris easily. Whether you are in the garden, running errands, or walking the dog, you’ll enjoy these easy-on/easy-off staples for every household.
MUCKSTER II MID

- 100% Waterproof
- 4mm Neoprene
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Comfort Topline
- Rolls Down to Ankle Height
- Self-Cleaning High Traction Rubber Outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

WM2-000
Black/Charcoal

WM2-4ROS
Orange/Rose Print

WM2-1ROS
Black/Charcoal/Rose Print

WM2-333T
Green/Floral Print

WM2-500
Purple/Floral Print
MUCKSTER II

- 100% Waterproof
- 4mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Comfort Topline
- Self-Cleaning High Traction Rubber Outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 6 Pairs/Case

LOW

M2LW-000
Black

M2LW-300
Green

M2LW-500
Black/Purple

CLOG

WMC-500
Black/Purple

WMC-300
Moss
WOMEN’S HUNT
WETLAND AND WETLAND XF

All the same great features as the Men’s Wetland but built on a women’s last for a slimmer fit. Rubber calf high exterior protects ankles from sticks, rocks and scratches while the MS-1 outsole is an excellent performer in mud and snow.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Gusset for Extended Fit
- Comfort Topline
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- MS2 Molded Bobbed Outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

WETLAND XF
Available in Half Sizes 5.5 - 9.5

PURSUIT STEALTH

Fleece lining is designed to keep toes warm even in the coldest conditions. The angled topline and flexible notches allow for more freedom of movement when crouching or walking. The etc® sockliner reduces heat build-up and adds extra comfort. The outsole is a cross platform pattern for stability and grip.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Rugged Spandura® Upper for Durability
- etc® Sockliner
- Optimal Flex Points

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case
WOODY PK
A performance hunting boot designed for women. Our top seller that is offered in a warm weather or a cold conditions package.

- 100% Waterproof
- 4mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh, or Warm Fleece Lining
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- MS2 Molded Bobbed Outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

WARM WEATHER

WWPK-RAPG
Bark/Realtree APG®/Hot Pink

WWPK-MOBU
Bark/Mossy Oak Break-Up®/Teal

COLD WEATHER

WDW-4RTX
Bark/Realtree APG®/Hot Pink
WOODY MAX XF ALPINE

Woody Max Alpine is built to provide elite performance on tough terrain. With an outsole designed for enhanced traction and an insulation package to keep feet warm down to frigid conditions, this boot delivers the ultimate in field comfort.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- 2mm Thermal Foam Under the Footbed
- Gusset for Extended Fit
- Comfort Insole
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- MS2 Bobbed Molded Outsole
- Women’s Last

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

WWM-RTE
Bison/RealTree Edge®
ARCTIC HUNTER

Built for rugged performance over tough terrain with an outsole designed for solid traction and an insulation package to keep feet warm. Full camo, a slimmer design and a custom women’s fit, you’re perfectly poised to stay on the move or out of sight.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- Comfort Insole
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Rugged Outsole Design
- Women’s Last

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

TALL

AHT-4RTAP
Bark/Realtree XTRA®/Phlox Pink

MID

AHM-4RTAP
Bark/Realtree XTRA®/Phlox Pink
WOMEN’S WORK
CHORE COLLECTION

Classic Work Boot, Redefined

Our iconic Chore boot, built specifically for women, now comes in extended fit with a full gusset to ensure dry feet all day long. This new version is adjustable and slim, lined with breathable airmesh for the all day comfort and performance you expect from Muck.
**CHORE**

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Women’s Last
- Gusset for Extended Fit (XF Tall)
- Rugged Outsole Design

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

**XF TALL**

- **WCXF-000**
  - Black
- **WCXF-333T**
  - Moss

**CLASSIC TALL**

- **WCHT-000**
  - Black

**CLASSIC MID**

- **WCHM-000**
  - Black
BLAZE COLLECTION

Work Boot

Built on a women’s last for optimal fit, the Blaze is a stylish performance boot for the most challenging work conditions. The neoprene bootie is lined with breathable airmesh for comfort and seasonal versatility, while extra layers of rubber ensure protection during long hours on the farm. This boot also features a steel shank for added stability and a self-cleaning outsole for easy maintenance.
BLAZE

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Extended Triple Layer Rubber Coverage
- Steel Shank
- Women’s Last
- Durable Self-Cleaning Outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11
Package 4 Pairs/Case

TALL

WZT-404
Black/Pink

WZT-33T
Moss

MID

WZM-404
Black/Pink

WZM-33T
Moss
MEN’S OUTDOOR WINTER
The Fairfield Collection incorporates Muck’s time-tested combination of comfort, warmth and ruggedness and modernizes it with a leather-casual style for the ultimate in men’s functional fashion. The oiled, pull-up leather is durable with an attractive patina that looks great in any work, play or commuter environment. All models feature an outsole that’s rugged but subtly unobtrusive, and a midsole with neoprene strobel and ultra-comfortable PU footbed. Like all Muck boots, the new Fairfield Leather Collection employs 100% waterproof materials for maximum water resistance.
LINEMAN NEW

- 100% Waterproof
- Stylish, Oiled Pull-Up Leather
- Neoprene Tongue and Collar for Extra Comfort
- Quick-Adjust Grommet & Eyelet Lacing for Tailored Fit
- Side Zip Closure for Easy On/Off
- Realtree EDGE® Lining available on Brown Colorway
- Rubber Overlays at Ankle, Toe and Forefoot for Durability and Style
- EVA Midsole Layer with 3mm Neoprene Strobel and PU Footbed for Underfoot Comfort
- Rugged Outsole for Extended Wear

Men Sizes: 7 - 15 (Half Sizes 7.5 - 12.5)
Package 4 Pairs/Case

FOREMAN NEW

- 100% Waterproof
- Stylish, Oiled Pull-Up Leather
- Neoprene Tongue and Collar for Extra Comfort
- Quick-Adjust Grommet & Eyelet Lacing for Tailored Fit
- Realtree EDGE® Lining available on Brown Colorway
- Rubber Overlays at Ankle, Toe and Forefoot for Durability and Style
- EVA Midsole Layer with 3mm Neoprene Strobel and PU Footbed for Underfoot Comfort
- Rugged Outsole for Extended Wear

Men Sizes: 7 - 15 (Half Sizes 7.5 - 12.5)
Package 4 Pairs/Case
FREEMAN 
- 100% Waterproof
- Stylish, Oiled Pull-Up Leather
- Raw-Edged Topline for Style
- Slimmed Down Midsole for more Casual Look
- Neoprene Strobel and PU Footbed for Underfoot Comfort
- Rugged Outsole for Extended Wear

Men Sizes: 7 - 15 (Half Sizes 7.5 - 12.5)
Package 4 Pairs/Case

CHELSEA 
- 100% Waterproof Materials for Water Resistance
- Stylish, Oiled Pull-Up Leather
- Elastic Gore for Comfort and Easy On/Off
- Slimmed Down Midsole for more Casual Look
- Realtree EDGE® Lining available on Brown Colorway
- Neoprene Strobel and PU Footbed for Underfoot Comfort
- Rubber Detailing at Ankle for Durability and Style
- Rugged Outsole for Extended Wear

Men Sizes: 7 - 15 (Half Sizes 7.5 - 12.5)
Package 4 Pairs/Case

Realtree Edge® Lining on Brown Colorway
ARCTIC ICE COLLECTION

Extreme Conditions Winter Boot

Featuring an 8mm neoprene bootie with fleece lining wrapped in layers of soft rubber so your feet will stay warm and dry in the most extreme conditions. The EVA midsole offers added underfoot comfort with a Vibram Arctic Grip outsole with Icetrek for confidence on the iciest surfaces. Now available with Vibram Arctic Grip.
ARCTIC ICE AG

- 100% Waterproof
- 8mm Neoprene Bootie (5mm Mid)
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- Comfort Insole
- Rugged Spandura® Upper for Durability
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Vibram Arctic Grip Outsole & Vibram Icetrek

Men Sizes: 7 - 15
Package 4 Pairs/Case

TALL

AVTV-900
Brown

AVTV-000
Black

MID

AVMV-333T
Moss

AVMV-000
Black

AVMV-900
Brown
Developed with versatility in mind, the Arctic Outpost delivers all the protection and comfort that the Muck brand is known for in a clean sophisticated look that makes it perfect to wear for both work and play. Featuring full waterproof protection, multi-directional outsole tread, and a combination of a 5mm neoprene bootie and fleece lining. Now available with Vibram Arctic Grip outsole and Vibram Icetrek.
ARCTIC OUTPOST LACE AG  NEW
• 100% Waterproof
• 4mm Neoprene Bootie
• Warm Fleece Lining
• EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
• Vibram Arctic Grip Outsole & Vibram Icetrek
Men Sizes: 7 - 15
Package 4 Pairs/Case

ARCTIC OUTPOST LACE
• 100% Waterproof
• 4mm Neoprene Bootie
• Warm Fleece Lining
• EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
• Multi-Directional Outsole
Men Sizes: 7 - 15
Package 4 Pairs/Case
ARCTIC OUTPOST

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Multi-Directional Outsole

Men Sizes: 7 - 15
Package 4 Pairs/Case

TALL

AOT-000
Black

AOT-900
Brown

MID

AOM-000
Black

AOM-900
Brown
ARCTIC SPORT

This premium winter boot will keep feet warm in deep snow or slush. The Arctic Sport has been in the line for nearly a decade and is a proven favorite.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Comfort Topline
- 2mm Thermal Foam Under the Footbed
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- MS-1 Molded Outsole

Men Sizes: 5 - 15
Women Sizes: 6 - 13, Unisex
Package 4 Pairs/Case

TALL

ASM-000A
Black

MID

ASP-000A
Black
MEN’S OUTDOOR SPRING
WANDERER COLLECTION

Performance Footwear

From hiking trails to city walks, the Muck Wanderer sandals and flip-flops can handle any adventure. Waterproof, neoprene-lined full grain leather uppers offer superior fit and feel. The dual-density midsole, ultra-soft leather footbed, and rugged outsole offer comfort and performance in every step.
WANDERER SANDAL

- 100% Waterproof Materials
- Neoprene Lining
- Bungee Lacing System for Easy Adjustability
- Moisture-wicking Microfiber Footbed
- Dual Density EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Rugged Outsole

Men Sizes: 7 - 15
Package 12 Pairs/Case

WANDERER FLIP-FLOP

- 100% Waterproof Materials
- Neoprene Lining
- Moisture-wicking Microfiber Footbed
- Dual Density EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Rugged Outsole

Men Sizes: 7 - 15
Package 12 Pairs/Case
Style meets function in our new lightweight rain boot collection. These boots will keep you dry on wet rainy days while the 5mm neoprene footbed will keep your feet happy all day.
BERGEN

• 100% Waterproof
• 5mm Neoprene Footbed
• Breathable Canvas Lining
• Matte Finish
• SRA Slip-Resistant

Men Sizes: 7 - 15
Package 4 Pairs/Case

MID

MBG-000
Black

MBG-300
Moss

ANKLE

MBA-000
Black

MBA-300
Moss
Whether you’re shoveling the driveway or walking to work, the Arctic Excursion is an ideal all-purpose boot. Easy to pull on for cold, wet, icy or snowy conditions, this stylish boot will keep you warm and comfortable in all weather conditions.
ARCTIC EXCURSION

- 100% Waterproof Materials
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- etc® Sockliner
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Rugged Rubber Outsole

Sizes: 7 - 15
Boxed: 4 Pairs Per Case

MID

AEP-000
Black/Gray

AEP-100T
Gray

ANKLE

AELA-000
Black/Gray

AELA-900
Brown

AELA-RTX
Realtree XTRA®
EDGEBATER II

The Edgewater II offers an angled topline for a more comfortable fit around the calf while the extended rubber upper offers additional protection. A best seller for its versatility on any occasion.

- 100% Waterproof Materials
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Angled Topline
- Achilles Reinforcement
- Waffle High Traction Outsole

Men Sizes: 5 - 15 (Tall and Mid Styles)
Women Sizes: 6-13, Unisex (Tall Only)
Tall Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case
Mid Boxed: 6 Pairs/Case

TALL

EW2-000
Black

EW2-333T
Moss

EW2-900
Brown

MID

EW2M-000
Black

EW2M-33T
Moss

EW2M-900
Brown
**EXCURSION PRO**

- 100% Waterproof Materials
- 4mm Neoprene Bootie
- XpressCool™ Lining
- etc® Sockliner
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort

Men Sizes: 7 - 15
Package 4 Pairs/Case

---

**MID**

- **FRMC-000**
  - Black/Gunmetal

- **FRMC-900**
  - Bark/Otter

---

**LOW**

- **FRLC-000**
  - Black/Gunmetal

- **FRLC-900**
  - Bark/Otter
MEN’S GARDEN
Stay dry and comfortable in the Muckster II collection, ideal for any chore or task. These classics offer high traction rubber outsoles for better contact with wet surfaces and are designed to shed debris easily. Whether you are in the garden, running errands, or walking the dog, you’ll enjoy these easy-on/easy-off staples for every household.
MUCKSTER II
- 100% Waterproof Materials
- 4mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Comfort Topline
- High Traction Rubber Outsole

Men Sizes: 7 - 15
Boxed: 6 Pairs/Case

ANKLE

M2A-000
Black/Black

M2A-300
Moss/Green

M2A-900
Bark/Otter

LOW

M2L-000
Black/Brown

M2L-300
Moss/Green

M2L-900
Bark/Otter

CLOG

MMC-300
Moss
MEN’S HUNT
The Summit Hunting boot provides all of the traditional Muck benefits yet with an improved fit and elevated comfort. The boot features three layers of comfort and support with a PU insole, neoprene strobel and EVA midsole for enhanced comfort. The Neoprene Strobel acts as an added layer of warmth to avoid heat being lost through the bottom of the foot. It also minimizes the break-in period as it is a soft, pliable material. Primaloft acts as an additional insulation package that is breathable.
SUMMIT 10” INSULATED

- 100% Waterproof Leather
- 800G Primaloft Insulation
- 3mm Neoprene Strobel
- Removable Comfort Insole
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Rubber Outsole

Men Sizes: 7 - 15 (Half Sizes 7.5 - 12.5)
Package 6 Pairs/Case

SUMMIT 8” NON-INSULATED

- 100% Waterproof Leather
- 3mm Neoprene Strobel
- Removable Comfort Insole
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Rubber Outsole

Men Sizes: 7 - 15 (Half Sizes 7.5 - 12.5)
Package 6 Pairs/Case
ARCTIC ICE XF AG

Featuring an 8mm neoprene bootie with fleece lining wrapped in layers of soft rubber with gusset construction for adjustability so your feet will stay warm and dry in the most extreme conditions. The EVA midsole offers added underfoot comfort with a Vibram Arctic Grip outsole with Icetrek for confidence on the iciest surfaces.

- 100% Waterproof
- 8mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Gusset for Extended Fit
- Rugged Spandura® Upper for Durability
- Vibram Arctic Grip Outsole & Vibram Icetrek

Men Sizes: 7 - 15
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

MHV-RTE
Bison/RealTree Edge® Mini
WETLAND AND WETLAND XF

A favorite of waterfowlers and anyone who shovels snow or works outdoors, the Wetland continues to be one of Muck's most popular boots. Rubber calf high exterior protects against sticks, rocks, and scratches while the MS-1 outsole is an excellent performer in mud and snow.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Gusset for Extended Fit
- Calf-High Extended Rubber Coverage
- Comfort Topline
- EVA Contoured Molded Midsole
- MS-1 Molded Outsole

Men Sizes: 5 - 15
Women Sizes: 6 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case
WOODY GRIT

Woody Grit uses a protective rubber exterior while offering comfort and flexibility in every step. The interior sports a 5mm neoprene waterproof bootie lined with airmesh to improve circulation. The rubber cup outsole offers excellent grip on a variety of surfaces.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- Comfort Topline
- Rubber Outsole with Rugged Tread Pattern

Sizes: 7 - 14 (Steel Toe), 7 - 15, (Plain Toe)
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

WOODY SPORT II

These boots offer a 5mm neoprene waterproof bootie with airmesh lining and extra ankle support for those long days on the hunt. Ideal in most cold temperatures and conditions, the Speed Tracker sole delivers excellent traction on treestand grates, rocks and slick surfaces.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- etc™ Sockliner
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort

Sizes: 7 - 14
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case
WOODY MAX

This warm boot has kept hunters toasty for over a decade with a 5mm neoprene waterproof bootie and fleece liner with the added 2mm thermal foam under foot. It’s a proven combination at frigid temperatures embraced by hunters on the stand and in the blind.

• 100% Waterproof
• 5mm Neoprene Bootie
• Warm Fleece Lining
• Comfort Topline
• 2mm Thermal Foam Under the Footbed
• EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
• MS-1 Molded Outsole

Sizes: 5 - 15
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

WDM-MOCT
Bark/Mossy Oak Country®
WOODY ARCTIC ICE

Featuring a 8mm neoprene bootie with fleece lining wrapped in layers of soft rubber so your feet will stay warm and dry in the most extreme conditions. The EVA midsole offers added underfoot comfort with a Vibram Arctic Grip outsole with Icetrek for confidence on the iciest surfaces.

- 100% Waterproof
- 8mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Rugged Spandura® Upper for Durability
- Comfort Topline
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Vibram Arctic Grip Outsole & Vibram Icetrek

Sizes: 7 - 15
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

WOODY PLUS

Cold-Conditions Performance Hunting Boot
This is the top-of-the-line hunting boot for big-game hunters who seek the toughest conditions and challenges. Warm lining, wide-lug multi-direction tread, scent blocking and more.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Rugged Spandura® Upper for Durability
- Inscentible® Scentmasking
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Multi-Directional Outsole

Sizes: 5 - 15
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

WDP-MOCT
Mossy Oak Country®
**PURSUIT SNAKE BOOT**

Tested against rattlesnake strikes, this tough exterior has a full durable rubber upper and is lined with Muck’s exclusive XpressCool™ lining keeping hunter’s feet cool in warmer weather.

- 100% Waterproof
- 4mm Neoprene Bootie
- XpressCool™ Lining
- Snake Proof Full Rubber Exterior
- etc® Sockliner
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort

Sizes: 7 - 15
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

**PURSUIT FIELDRUNNER**

Grips to treestand grates while offering impressive footing in mud and snow with its waffle style wide tracking outsole. The protective Spandura® exterior has a forgiving 4-way stretch and a warm 5mm neoprene waterproof bootie lined with fleece ensuring warm feet stay warm while standing still for long periods of time.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Rugged Spandura® Upper for Durability
- Upper Rubber Support Cage
- etc® Sockliner
- Optimal Flex Points
- Rugged Waffle Outsole

Sizes: 7 - 15
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case
PURSUIT SHADOW LACE

Our lightest hunting boot featuring a lace-up style for a tailored fit while reducing wear-fatigue and offering packability.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- AgION® Antimicrobial Treatment
- Rugged Spandura® Upper for Durability
- Rubber and 3D Printed Overlays for Support
- Full Waterproof Gusseted Tongue
- Inscentable® Scent-Masking
- etc® Sockliner
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Lightweight and Packable

Sizes: 7 - 15
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case
FIELDBLAZER II

This classic Muck boot has been updated with a 5mm neoprene waterproof bootie and airmesh lining for breathable warmth and comfort. Includes Achilles reinforcement and a high traction waffle outsole that grips on slick surfaces. Available in two heights.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- Angled Topline
- Achilles Reinforcement
- High Traction Waffle Outsole

Men Sizes: 7 - 15
Women Sizes: 6 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

ARCTIC PRO

The Arctic Pro is one of the warmest neoprene boots on the market. Perfect for the hunter or outdoor worker in cold climates. Featuring a 8mm neoprene waterproof bootie and fleece lining for the standard in warmth and protective support. The 2mm foam under the footbed assures warmth in low temperatures or when standing on ice. A topline binding keeps the snow and cold out, and warmth inside.

- 100% Waterproof
- 8mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Comfort Topline
- 2mm Thermal Foam Under the Footbed
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Bob-Tracker Molded Outsole

Men Sizes: 7 - 15
Women Sizes: 6 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case
MEN’S WORK
The tough performance you expect from Muck, now in extended fit. We’ve added a gusset construction to our iconic Chore boot, which has helped workers in a variety of trades stay dry and comfortable for more than a decade. Rugged and built to last, the Chore XF delivers the same performance and protection as the original with up to 5 extra inches of calf accommodation for optimal fit and comfort.
CHORE CLASSIC

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Triple Toe and Quadruple Rubber Heel Reinforcement
- Easy to Clean Rubber Overlays
- Gusset for Extended Fit (XF)
- Durable Quick Cleaning Sole
- Steel Shank
- Meets ASTM F2413-11 MI/75 C/75 EH

Men Sizes: (Tall Gusset 7 - 15), (Chore Classic 5 - 16)
Women Sizes: 6 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

XF TALL

CLASSIC TALL

CLASSIC MID
CHORE CLASSIC MET GUARD STEEL TOE

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Met Guard Extreme Impact Protection
- Triple Toe and Quadruple Rubber Heel Reinforcement
- Steel Shank
- Durable Quick Cleaning Sole
- Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 EH Mt/75

Men Sizes: 5 - 14
Women Sizes: 9 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

CHORE CLASSIC STEEL TOE

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Easy to Clean Rubber Overlay
- Triple Toe and Quadruple Rubber Heel Reinforcement
- Steel Shank
- Durable Quick Cleaning Sole
- Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 EH Mt/75

Men Sizes: 5 - 14
Women Sizes: 9 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case
CHORE STEEL TOE CSA

The Chore steel toe can be purchased with two different lining material options: traditional Airmesh lining or a comfortable fleece lining for colder conditions. This ESR rated Steel toe boot is CSA Grade 1 certified.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining or Warm Fleece Lining
- Meets Electrical Shock Resistance-(ESR) Rating
- Steel Shank
- Puncture Resistant Midsole
- Durable Quick Cleaning Sole

Men Sizes: 5 - 14
Women Sizes: 9 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

CHORE MET GUARD EXTREME

This top-of-the line work boot features resilient Met Guard and composite toe protection built on our exclusive Vibram® Fire and Ice outsole. Combined with an 8mm neoprene bootie and fleece lining, this is the perfect boot for sub-freezing, icy conditions and hazardous jobs.

COMPOSITE TOE

- 100% Waterproof
- 8mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Puncture Resistant
- Composite Toe Cap
- Met Guard Extreme Impact Protection
- Triple Toe and Quadruple Rubber Heel Reinforcements
- Steel Shank
- Vibram® Fire and Ice Outsole for Traction
- Slip-Resistant
- Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 Mt PR EH

Men Sizes: 5 - 14
Women Sizes: 6 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case
CHORE COOL

This high performance boot keeps feet cool and dry with our exclusive XpressCool™ lining for all day comfort, while the Vibram® outsole offers durability and traction for multiple surfaces. The steel toe version meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 EH. Also available in a Canadian CSA version.

- 100% Waterproof
- 4mm Neoprene Bootie
- XpressCool™ Lining
- Rugged Spandura® Upper for Durability
- Triple Toe and Quadruple Rubber Heel Reinforcement
- Vibram® Outsole
- Steel Shank
- Meets ASTM F2413-11 MI/75 C/75 EH

Men Sizes: 5 - 14
Women Sizes: 6 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

Men Sizes: 8 - 14
Women Sizes: 9 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

PLAIN TOE

Men Sizes: 5 - 16
Women Sizes: 6 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

---

TALL

CSCT-STL
Brown/ASTM USA

CSCT-CSA
Brown
CSA APPROVED GRADE I, ST/PR/ESR

TALL MID

CHCT-900
Brown

CMCT-900
Brown
CHORE RESISTANT

The Chore V-Wave outsole with SR™ Slip-Resistance Compound earned an improved Slip-Resistance rating of 20%. Tested on slippery surfaces including steel and ceramic tile, the sole sets a new industry standard. In addition to a more secure step, the Chore Resistant exterior will resist most oil-based fluids with the new RDR™ Chemical resistant rubber exterior. Note: Not EH rated

PLAIN & STEEL TOE

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Honeywell RDR™ Oil/Chemical Resistant Rubber
- Impact Protection
- Triple Toe and Quadruple Rubber Heel Reinforcements
- Steel Shank
- V-Wave™ Outsole with Honeywell SR™ - Slip-Resistant Compound
- Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75

Men Sizes: Steel Toe US 5 - 14, Plain Toe 5 - 16
Women Sizes: US 6 - 13 Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case
CHORE RESISTANT
The classic Chore boot with a Metatarsal Guard offers extreme impact protection that is soft and flexible but gets hard when impacted. It offers consistent impact absorption for dependable performance throughout the life of the boot.

MET GUARD STEEL TOE USA & CSA
• 100% Waterproof
• 5mm Neoprene Bootie
• Breathable Airmesh Lining
• Metatarsal Guard Extreme
• Impact Protection
• Honeywell RDR™ Oil/Chemical Resistant Rubber
• Puncture Resistant Outsole
• V-Wave™ Outsole with Honeywell SR™
• Slip-Resistant Compound
• Steel Shank
• Triple Toe and Quadruple Rubber - Heel Reinforcements
• STEEL TOE USA: Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 Mt/75

Men Sizes: Steel Toe US 5 - 14, Plain Toe 5 - 16
Women Sizes: US 6 - 13/CSA 9 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

STEEL TOE CSA
• 100% Waterproof
• 5mm Neoprene Bootie
• Honeywell RDR™ Oil/Chemical Resistant Rubber
• V-Wave™ Outsole with Honeywell SR™
• Slip-Resistant Compound
• Breathable Airmesh Lining
• Steel Shank
• Triple Toe and Quadruple Rubber - Heel Reinforcements

Men Sizes: 5 - 14
Women Sizes: 9 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case
MUCKMASTER

The original Muckmaster, serving farmers and outdoor workers for over a decade, now comes with a gusset construction for an extended fit. Delivering the same high performance and protection as the original, the Muckmaster XF offers up to 5 more inches of accommodation for optimal fit and comfort. This rugged boot withstands sharp objects while the breathable lining keeps your feet cool and dry in challenging weather conditions.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Comfort Topline
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- Gusset for Extended Fit (XF)
- 2mm Thermal Foam Under Footbed
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- MS2 Bobbed Molded Outsole

Men Sizes: (Tall Gusset 7 - 15), (Non Gusset 5 - 15)
Women Sizes: 6 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case
WOODY GRIT
The Muck Grit is designed for demanding farm/ranch and construction use. A protective rubber overlay provides puncture resistance while remaining flexible with every step. The interior utilizes a 5mm neoprene bootie layered with PK mesh lining to improve air circulation. The rubber cup outsole gives superior shock absorption with excellent grip on wet or uneven surfaces, while providing comfort when standing for long periods of time.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Comfort Topline
- Added Rubber Protection
- Puncture Resistant
- Steel Shank
- Rubber Cup Outsole
- Aggressive Tread Pattern
- Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75

Men Sizes: 7 - 14
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

ARCTIC SPORT STEEL TOE
The Arctic Sport will keep feet warm while meeting ASTM safety requirements.

- 100% Waterproof
- 8mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- 2mm Thermal Foam Under Foot
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- MS-1 Molded Outsole
- Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 EH

Men Sizes: 7 - 14
Women Sizes: 8 - 13, Unisex
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case
ARCTIC PRO STEEL TOE

This boot’s 8mm neoprene bootie and fleece lining assures warmth in low temperatures. Available in ASTM and CSA certifications for protective wear in dangerous conditions. Like most Muck boots, a topline binding keeps the snow and cold out.

- 100% Waterproof
- 8mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- 2mm Thermal Foam Under Foot
- Bob-Tracker Molded Outsole
- Steel Toe USA: Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 EH

Men Sizes: 7 - 14 / CSA 8 - 14
Women Sizes: 8 - 13, Unisex / CSA 9 - 13
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

WELLIE CLASSIC

Worn in the field or to work, this boot’s shock absorbing outsole and Gel-Core sub-sole adds cushioning while standing on unforgiving surfaces. It is 100% waterproof with a Hydroguard® breathable membrane and airmesh lining to keep you cool in the summer and warm in the winter.

- 100% Waterproof
- Breathable Hydroguard™
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Full Grain Crazy Horse Leather
- Additional Achilles Support
- Gel-Core™ Sub-Sole Cushioning
- Steel Shank
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Durable Super Grip Rubber Outsole

Men Sizes: 7 - 11.5, 12, 13, 14
Medium and Wide Widths
Boxed: 4 Pairs/Case

PLAIN TOE

LTH-904M
Brown/Medium Width
LTH-904W
Brown/Wide Width

COMPOSITE TOE

LTC-904M
Brown/Medium Width
LTC-904W
Brown/Wide Width
ACCESSORIES - BOOT INSOLE

- 6mm Nitracel EVA
- Felt Microfiber Fabric
- Ventilated for Breathability

Men Sizes: 4 - 14
Women Sizes: 5 - 13

INS-000A
Black
ELEMENT

A functional easy on/off boot, the Kids Element offers a unisex style to the kids winter portfolio. Fully waterproof and fleece lined with a 5mm neoprene bootie, this is the perfect winter boot.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- EVA Insole for Added Comfort
- Rubber Cup Outsole for Traction

Children Sizes: 7 - 13
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7
Package 6 Pairs/Case
HALO AND HALE COLLECTION

Versatile Multi-Season Boot

A fun, festive update to our classic Kids’ Hale Series. The Kid’s Halo adds big playful accents with over-sized laces that flip and flop as you walk, but remain high and close to the boot for safety. Color selections include bright chevron prints to highlight the fresh wintery look.
HALO

NEW

• 100% Waterproof
• 4mm Neoprene Bootie
• Breathable Airmesh Lining
• Wide Opening Slips On Easily
• Fixed Lace
• Self-Cleaning Rubber Outsole

Children Sizes: 7 - 13
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7
Package: 4 Pairs/Case

KHL-000
Black

KHL-4WAV
Fuchsia Purple/Ballerina

KHL-3WAV
Sea Blue/Opal
HALE

• 100% Waterproof
• 4mm Neoprene Bootie
• Breathable Airmesh Lining
• Wide Opening Slips On Easily
• Self Cleaning Ribbed Outsole

Children Sizes: 7 - 13
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7
Package: 6 Pairs/Case

KBH-218
Peacoat/Hawaiian Ocean

KBH-333T
Moss/Lime Green

KBH-2CAM
Black/Serenity Camo

KBH-3CAM
Black/Toxic Camo

KBH-418
Fuchsia Purple/Pink Lotus
TREMONT METALLICS

Simply stated, this fashionable Wellie will keep feet warm and dry in a variety of wet and wintry conditions.

- 100% Waterproof
- 4mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Low Heel

Children Sizes: 7 - 13
Package: 6 Pairs/Case

![KRT-201 Sea Blue Metallic](image)

![KRT-401 Rose Gold Metallic](image)

TREMONT WELLIE

Simply stated, this fashionable Wellie will keep feet warm and dry in a variety of wet and wintry conditions.

- 100% Waterproof
- 4mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Matte Finish
- Low Heel

Children Sizes: 7 - 13
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7
Package: 6 Pairs/Case

![KTR-000 Black Meadows](image)

![KTR-200 Navy Meadows](image)
BERGEN

Make the most out of wet, rainy days in our classic rubber rain boot. Available in an array of colors and prints, the Bergen keeps feet dry and comfortable with waterproof construction and a built-in neoprene footbed. Easy to pull on and with a fun glossy finish help make this the ideal boot during rainy and challenging weather conditions, especially in warmer seasons and climates.

• 100% Waterproof
• 5mm Built-In Neoprene Insert for Comfort
• Breathable Canvas Lining
• Glossy Finish
• SRA Slip-Resistant

Children Sizes: 7 - 13
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7
Package: 4 Pairs/Case
CAMBRIDGE

Stylish and functional. Our exclusive slip-resistant outsole and breathable Airmesh lining make this the ideal boot to keep your child’s feet dry, and safe when splashing around, while the cute nautical looks will catch everyone’s eye.

- 100% Waterproof
- 3mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Rugged Slip-Resistant Outsole

Children Sizes: 7 - 13
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7
Package 6 Pairs/Case
RUGGED II

The Kids’ Rugged II will protect your child’s feet in severe cold with the 5mm neoprene waterproof bootie insulation backed with a fleece lining. This lining adds extra insulation to keep cold out for kids that want to stay outside playing in the snow all day.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Warm Fleece Lining
- Extended Rubber Coverage
- EVA Midsole for Added Comfort
- Aggressive Durable Outsole

Children Sizes: 7 - 13
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7
Package 6 Pairs/Case

ROVER II

Breathable Airmesh lining pulls sweat away, while keeping kids feet warm and dry. Mossy Oak Break-Up® camo to match dad’s and a supportive sure footed diamond sole that won’t track fine rocks and dirt into the house.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Comfort Topline
- Rubber Toe and Heel Protector
- Self Cleaning Diamond Outsole

Children Sizes: 10 - 13
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7
Package 6 Pairs/Case
CHORE

You’re never too young to get mud on your boots. The Original Muck boot is now sized for boys and girls with the classic quick-clean toughness that’s comfortable, lightweight, and totally waterproof.

- 100% Waterproof
- 5mm Neoprene Bootie
- Breathable Airmesh Lining
- Rugged Outsole

Children Sizes: 7 - 13
Youth Sizes: 1 - 4
Package 6 Pairs/Case

KCH-000
Black
MY FIRST MUCKS  NEW

Putting booties on a baby has never been easier with My First Mucks. New Velcro construction allows the soft neoprene bootie to wrap around little feet, instead of trying maneuver them through the shaft and into the toe. Fleece lining provides warmth and comfort, while pink, black and camo color choices ensure baby looks great next to mom or dad!

• 100% Waterproof
• 2mm Neoprene Bootie
• New Easy-On Velcro Construction for Custom Baby Fit

Infant Sizes: 1 - 4
Package 12 Pairs/Case

MFM1-000
Black

MFM1-400
Pink

MFM1-4HRT
Pink Hearts

MFM1-RTX
Realtree XTRA® Mini
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WAA-405 ........................................ Black/Purple
AQW-600 ....................................... Black Quilt
WAA-SWL ........................................ Swirl
WAA-4PLD ...................................... Black/Pink Plaid

ARCTIC APRÈS LACE MID AG ........... 28
VALW-000 ...................................... Black/White
VALW-100 ..................................... Gray/Red
VALW-900 ..................................... Brown

ARCTIC APRÈS LACE MID ................. 28
WALM-000 ..................................... Black/Charcoal
WALM-201 ..................................... Otter/Dark Navy

ARCTIC APRÈS LACE TALL ............... 27
WALT-000 ...................................... Black/Charcoal
WALT-201 ..................................... Otter/Dark Navy

ARCTIC APRÈS SLIP-ON ANKLE AG 30
APV-000 ....................................... Black/Charcoal
APV-100 ....................................... Gray/Gray

ARCTIC APRÈS SLIP-ON ANKLE ....... 31
AP8-000 ....................................... Black/Charcoal
AP8-201 ....................................... Otter/Navy/Fog

ARCTIC APRÈS SLIP-ON SUPREME ...... 31
AP8S-000 ....................................... Black
AP8S-900 ..................................... Brown

ARCTIC ICE MID AG ....................... 21
AS2MV-100 .................................... Black/Jersey Heather
AS2MV-404 .................................... Black/Hot Pink
AS2MV-300 .................................... Black/Teal
AS2MV-600 .................................... Black/Windsor Wine

ARCTIC ICE TALL AG ...................... 19
AS2TV-333 .................................... Moss
AS2TV-100 .................................... Black/Jersey Heather
AS2TV-400 .................................... Black/Hot Pink
AS2TV-500 .................................... Black/Purple
AS2TV-600 .................................... Black/Windsor Wine

ARCTIC SPORT II MID ...................... 25
AS2M-000 ..................................... Black
AS2M-200 ..................................... Navy/Teal
AS2M-333 .................................... Black/Moss Mesh
AS2M-400 ..................................... Black/Pink
AS2M-502 ................................... Black/Parachute Purple
AS2M-600 .................................... Black/Red Mesh
AS2M-HTLF .................. Brown/Hot Leaf® Camo
AS2M-MSMG ............... Black/Muddy Girl®

ARCTIC SPORT II TALL .................... 23
AS2T-000 ..................................... Black
AS2T-301 .................. Total Eclipse/Spruce
AS2T-333 .................................... Black/Moss Mesh
AS2T-400 .................................... Black/Pink
AS2T-600 .................................... Black/Red Mesh
AS2T-MSMG ............... Black/Muddy Girl®

ARCTIC WEEKEND ......................... 33
WAW-00M .................. Black/Croc Print
WAW-00 ..................................... Black
WAW-800 ..................................... Black/Maroon
AQW-000 .......................... Black Quilt
WAW-SWL ..................................... Swirl

BERGEN ANKLE ......................... 41
WBA-000 ..................................... Black
WBA-200 ..................................... Blue
WBA-300 ..................................... Green
WBA-500 ..................................... Purple
WBA-800 ..................................... Yellow

BERGEN MID ......................... 40
WBM-000 ..................................... Black
WBM-300 ..................................... Green
WBM-400 ..................................... Pink
WBM-600 ..................................... Red
WBM-800 ..................................... Yellow

BERGEN TALL ......................... 39
WBT-000 ..................................... Black
WBT-200 ..................................... Blue
WBT-600 ..................................... Red
WBT-500 ..................................... Purple
WBT-200G ................................... Blue/Pink

BLAZE MID ......................... 63
WZM-404 ..................... Black/Pink
WZM-333T .................. Black/Pink

BLAZE TALL ......................... 63
WZT-404 ..................... Black/Pink
WZT-333T .................. Black/Pink

CAMBRIDGE ANKLE ................. 42
WCA-000 ..................................... Black
WCA-2STR .................. Navy/White Stripe

CAMBRIDGE MID ................. 42
WCM-000 ..................................... Black
WCM-2STR .................. Navy/White Stripe

CAMBRIDGE TALL ................. 42
WCC-000 ..................................... Black
WCC-2STR .................. Navy/White Stripe

CHORE MID ......................... 61
WCMH-000 .................. Black

CHORE TALL & XF TALL ................. 61
WCXF-000 .................. Black
WCXF-333T .................. Moss
WCHT-000 .................. Black

HALE ......................... 45
HAW-000 ..................................... Black
HAW-300 ..................................... Black/Jade
HAW-404 ..................................... Black/Hot Pink
HAW-500 ..................................... Black/Purple
HAW-2CAM .................. Black/Serenity Camo
HAW-6COR .................. Cordovan
HAW-HTLF .................. Brown/Hot Leaf® Camo
HAW-MSMG .... Black/Muddy Girl® Camo
HAW-1AV .................. Black/Black Chevon
HAW-SAV .................. Black/Purple Chevon

LIBERTY ALPINE LACE ............. 11
LWA-000 .................. Black Leather
LWA-901 .................. Taupe Leather

LIBERTY ALPINE LACE SUPREME ... 11
LWAS-000 ............... Black Leather/Faux Fur

LIBERTY ANKLE LEATHER ...... 9
LWK-000 .................. Black Leather
LWK-900 .................. Brown Leather

LIBERTY ANKLE RUBBER ...... 9
LWRK-000 ............... Black Rubber
LWRK-300 ............... Moss Rubber
LWRK-6COR ............ Cordovan Rubber

LIBERTY WEDGE ............. 13
LWW-000 .................. Black Leather
LWW-901 .................. Taupe Leather
LWW-6BUR ............. Burgundy Leather

LIBERTY WEDGE SUPREME ...... 13
LWWS-900 .............. Brown Leather/Shearing

MUCKSTER II CLOG ............. 51
WMC-500 .................. Black/Purple
WMC-300 .................. Moss

MUCKSTER II LOW ............. 51
M2LW-000 .................. Black
M2LW-300 .................. Green
M2LW-500 .................. Black/Purple

ARCTIC EXCURSION ANKLE ....... 83
AELA-000 ............... Black/Gray
AELA-900 .................. Brown
AELA-RTX ...... Realtree XTRA®

ARCTIC EXCURSION MID ...... 83
AEP-000 .................. Black/Gray
AEP-100T .................. Gray

ARCTIC ICE MID AG .......... 71
AVMV-900 .................. Brown
AWTV-900 .................. Black

ARCTIC ICE TALL AG .......... 71
AVTV-900 .................. Black

ARCTIC ICE XF AG ........... 94
M2LW-900 .................. Black/Purple
M2LW-901 .................. Brown

ARCTIC OUTLET LACE AG ....... 73
ARCTIC WEEKEND ........... 33
AOL-000 .................. Black/Gray
AOL-900 .................. Brown/Black

ARCTIC APRÈS LACE TALL ...... 27
WALT-000 .................. Black/Charcoal
WALT-201 .................. Otter/Dark Navy

ACCESSORIES .................... 115
WANDERER FLIP-FLOP ........... 37
WWF-100 .................. Gray/Teal
WWF-900 .................. Tan/Pink

WOODY MAX XF ALPINE ........... 56
WWKM-000 ............... Bison/RealTree Edge®

MEN'S

ARCTIC EXCURSION ANKLE ...... 83
AELA-000 ............... Black/Gray
AELA-900 .................. Brown
AELA-RTX ...... Realtree XTRA®

ARCTIC EXCURSION MID ...... 83
AEP-000 .................. Black/Gray
AEP-100T .................. Gray

ARCTIC ICE MID AG .......... 71
AVMV-900 .................. Black
AVMV-333T .................. Moss
AVMV-900 .................. Brown

ARCTIC ICE TALL AG .......... 71
AVTV-900 .................. Black

ARCTIC ICE XF AG ........... 94
MHV-RTX ........ Safari/Realtree® Edge Mini

ARCTIC OUTLET LACE AG ....... 73
M2LW-000 .................. Black
M2LW-300 .................. Green
M2LW-500 .................. Black/Purple

MUCKSTER II MID .......... 49
WM2-000 .................. Black/Charcoal
WM2-4ROS .................. Orange/Rose Print
WM2-1ROS ............... Black/Charcoal/Rose
WM2-333T .............. Green/Floral Print
WM2-500 .............. Purple/Floral Print

PURSUIT STEALTH .......... 54
WPS-RTX4 ............. Realtree XTRA®/Pink

TREND GLOSS ............ 15
TW-101 .................. Black
TW-101 .................. Gray
TW-501 .................. Purple

TREND STRAP ............ 15
TW-1PLD ............... Black/Gray Plaid
TW-6PLD ............. Black/Buffalo Plaid

TREND SUPREME .......... 17
WTST-000 .................. Black/Gunmetal
WTST-900 .................. Bark/Brass

TREND WELLIE MID ....... 17
TWM-000 .................. Black
TWM-300 .................. Forest Green

TREND WELLIE TALL ....... 17
TWT-000 .................. Black
TWT-300 .................. Forest Green

WANDERER SANDAL ...... 37
WWS-100 .................. Gray/Teal
WWS-900 .................. Tan/Pink

WETLAND & WETLAND XF ...... 54
WMT-998K ............... Bark
WWET-900 .................. Bark

WOODY PK WARM WEATHER .... 55
WWPK-APG .................. Bark/Realtree APO/Hot Pink
WWPK-MOBUL ........ Bark/Mossy Oak Break-Up/Teal

WOODY PK COLD WEATHER .... 55
WDW-4RTX ........... Bark/Realtree APO/Hot Pink